Vertical PLCs will start in March. Staff will use staff meeting and Wednesday early release time to meet K-6 about literacy and math, to share, celebrate, plan and analyze data.

Behavior Data was presented to staff this week. We will continue to analyze through Infinite Campus and DESSA data reviews. We are celebrating improvement, and continuing to learn together about how to best support students. Staff meet monthly with our Restorative Practices consultant.

Student RP Team: Ten fifth and sixth grade students formed a Restorative Practices (RP) team. They attended training provided by Up for Learning, gave a whole school survey, and are planning a project to improve school safety! Right now, students are working to talk to each student in the school (see photos above) and find out more about how they do or don’t feel safe at school, so they can plan an improvement project! They have defined safety as feeling both emotionally and physically safe.

Winter Activities Program will return in March for three more weeks of skiing.

- FoNES is organizing a calendar raffle fundraiser for scholarships next year.